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ABSTRACT

Excitation of lattice vibrations in nanostructured anatase TiO2 frequently occurs at energy values differing
from that found for the corresponding bulk phase. Particularly, investigations have long aimed at establishing
a correlation between the low-frequency Eg(1) mode and the mean crystallite size on the basis of phonon-
confinement models. Here, we report a detailed Raman study, supported by X-ray diffraction analyses, on
anatase TiO2 nanocrystals with rod-shaped morphology and variable geometric parameters, prepared by col-
loidal wet-chemical routes. By examining the anomalous shifts of the Eg(1) mode in the spectra of surfactant-
capped nanorods and in those of corresponding organic-free derivatives (obtained by a suitable thermal oxida-
tive treatment), an insight into the impact of exposed facets and of the coherent crystalline domain size on
Raman-active lattice vibrational modes has been gained. Our investigation offers a ground for clarifying the
current lack of consensus as to the applicability of phonon-confinement models for drawing information on the
size of surface-functionalized TiO2 nanocrystals upon analysis of their Raman features.
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1. INTRODUCTION
TiO2 nanomaterials, particularly in the tetragonal anatase
phase, are intensively studied due to their outstand-
ing performance in photocatalysis1–4 and sunlight energy
conversion.5–7 The controlled synthesis of TiO2 nano-
crystals constitutes an incredibly broad field of experimen-
tal research, as crystal structure and geometric parameters
indeed dictate their ultimate chemical-physical properties,8

impacting on their behaviour in processes and devices.9�10

The special efforts that have been devoted to tailor TiO2 in
different dimensional and morphological regimes are justi-
fied by theoretical predictions and experimental assessment
of the size and shape dependence of its chemical reactivity,
related to the nature and relative extension of exposed sur-
face facets.11–13 Recent theoretical studies have predicted
the size and shape dependence of the anatase-to-rutile
phase transition for TiO2 crystals to strongly correlate with
their surface chemistry features at the nanoscale, explaining
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the diversity of TiO2 nanocrystal product achievable in
specific synthesis conditions.14 According to a quantum
chemical study,15 anatase ranks approximately halfway in
the size-dependent thermodynamic stability sequence of
the most common TiO2 polymorphs: rutile→ brookite→
anatase → TiO2(B) → two-dimensional lepidocrocite. In
line with these calculations, the thermodynamic stabil-
ity order deduced from experimental calorimetric data16

has been assessed to be: rutile > brookite > anatase
(brookite → rutile, �H � = −0�17 ± 0�09 kcal mol−1;
anatase→ rutile, �H � = −0�78±0�20 kcal mol−1). Taken
together, these findings suggest that relatively larger nano-
crystals should be expected to preferably take the rutile
structure, while medium-size nanocrystals and tiny clusters
should be more stable in anatase and lepidocrocite habits,
respectively, if their growth is accomplished under close-
to-equilibrium conditions.14�15

Raman spectroscopy represents a valuable inves-
tigative tool, susceptible to continued refinement, for
not only straightforwardly assessing the phase iden-
tity of TiO2 nanomaterials, but also indirectly prob-
ing subtle structural deviations associated with crystallite
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geometry, stoichiometry, lattice defects, surface status, and
strain.20�24�50–52

Size-related effects have been commonly observed in
Raman spectra of nanostructured anatase crystals. Ear-
lier Raman studies evidenced that that the lowest-energy
vibrational mode, denoted as Eg(1), which falls at around
144 cm−1 for the bulk,17 lay at variable energies in
nanocrystals.18 The Eg(1) peak was observed to system-
atically blue-shift with decreasing nanocrystal size, an
effect that had initially been thought to be exploitable
to extrapolate the particle size in the absence of data
from other techniques19�20 through evaluating the degree
of Eg(1) phonon confinement.19�21–23 Yet, it has later
been pointed out that the use of Raman scattering data
for the characterization of nanocrystal size still requires
significant theoretical and experimental advances, before
it may be considered as a reliable approach for size
determination.21�24 Among the reasons limiting utilization
of Raman data for such purpose are the lack of knowl-
edge of dispersion relations for anatase (due to unavailabil-
ity of sufficiently large anatase single crystals25), and the
fact that current phonon-confinement models do not take
into account the size- and shape-dependent effects of lat-
tice dilatation/contraction, stoichiometry deviations, anhar-
monicity, and local electric field.21�26 Finally, it should
be recalled that “surface effects,” which have frequently
been invoked as potentially relevant sources of the unsat-
isfactory agreement between the size predicted taking into
account phonon confinement and that estimated on the
basis experimental spectroscopic data, still remain poorly
investigated and thus marginally understood. Little exper-
imental evidence is available on the impact of surface-
driven compressive stress on Raman vibrational modes.46

Recently, a stress-modified phonon-confinement model has
been proposed by Osterlund et al.27 in which surface strain
was accounted for by pressure fields distributed across the
nanocrystals. In another model proposed by Sun et al.28 the
bulk elastic modulus, which exhibits size and shape depen-
dence in nanocrystals, was put in relation with micro-
scopic quantities (such as the characteristics of a selected
chemical bond taken as representative of the entire lat-
tice) in a phenomenological way (via a local averaging
procedure). To our best knowledge, Raman studies deal-
ing with nanoscale anatase TiO2 have most exclusively
examined nanocrystals with spherical or nearly isotropic
shapes, where the different exposed surfaces are approxi-
mately equally extended over the particle surface. In con-
trast, anisotropic nanocrystals are inherently characterized
by a largely asymmetric distribution of different facets,
depending on the particular morphology and the relative
degree of shape anisotropy concerned.
In the present work, we report on a detailed Raman

study of anatase TiO2 nanocrystals with rod-like morphol-
ogy and variable aspect ratio, prepared by wet-chemical
routes. By examining the shift of the low-energy Eg(1)
mode in the Raman spectra of surfactant-capped nanorods

and those of their corresponding bare (i.e., organic-free)
counterparts (obtained by a suitable thermal treatment)
with intact crystal phase and comparable geometric fea-
tures, we have gained insight into the impact of exposed
surfaces and of the “effective” crystalline domain size on
Raman-active lattice vibrational modes. This investigation
offers a basis for clarifying the current lack of consensus
as to the applicability of phonon-confinement models for
drawing information on the size of surface-functionalized
TiO2 nanoparticles upon analysis of their Raman features.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
2.1. Sample Preparation
2.1.1. Nanocrystal Synthesis
Organic-capped TiO2 anatase nanorods with diameter of
about 3–4 nm and lengths adjustable in the 15–50 nm
range were synthesized and purified according to well-
established colloidal protocols.29�30 Three sets of nanorods
with variable aspects ratios (i.e., length-to-diameter ratio,
AR) of 4, 8, and 16, henceforth referred to as batches
AR4, AR8 and AR16, respectively, were prepared. More
in detail, AR4 and AR8 were prepared by base-catalysed
hydrolysis of titanium tetraisopropoxide in either 1-nanoic
acid or oleic acid at 100 �C, respectively.30 AR16 was
prepared by nonaqueous sol–gel condensation of tita-
nium tetraisopropoxide and oleic acid at 270 �C.29 Nano-
crystal size and shape features were inspected by recording
low-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images with a Jeol JEM 1011 microscope operating at
100 kV. Samples for TEM analyses were prepared by
dropping a dilute chloroform solution of freshly prepared
nanorods onto carbon-coated copper grids and then allow-
ing the solvent to evaporate.

2.1.2. Fabrication of Nanocrystal Films
Two subsets of solid-state nanorod-based thin-film sam-
ples were assembled onto silicon substrates (for XRD
measurements of as-synthesized nanorods) and onto glass
slides (for XRD measurements of nanorods subject to ther-
mal sintering, and for all Raman measurements), start-
ing from suitably formulated TiO2-based pastes that were
prepared by optimizing a previously developed method.31

Briefly, nanocrystal suspensions in toluene, containing
TiO2 nanorods and ethylcellulose in suitable proportions,
were stirred at 60 �C for 6 h. Then, terpineol was added
to the mixture and stirring was continued for an additional
1 h. Toluene was finally removed by a rotary evapora-
tor, leading to screen-printable pastes.9�10�34�49 The weight
percentage composition of the pastes was: 12% TiO2; 5%
ethylcellulose; 68% terpineol; 15% organic capping.
Films based on nanorods carrying their native surfactant

capping intact were prepared by depositing corresponding
TiO2 pastes onto the desired substrate, and then applying
vacuum for about 7 h to remove the solvents (sample series
denoted as C-AR4, C-AR8 and C-AR16, respectively).

2 Sci. Adv. Mater., 6, 1–10, 2014
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All-inorganic films made of bare (i.e., organic-free)

nanorods (samples denoted as B-AR4, B-AR8 and B-
AR16, respectively) were generated by screen-printing
the TiO2 pastes onto the target substrates by the doctor-
blade technique, and then annealing them at 480 �C under
air for 6 h, as detailed elsehere.9�10�34�49 The conditions
of the thermal cycling applied guaranteed full removal
of the organic components and the formation of meso-
porous thin films (typically 2 to 4.5 �m thick) made
of anatase nanorods interconnected through small junc-
tion points, avoiding undesired phase transition.9�10�34�39

The size-morphological features of the sintered films were
investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) mea-
surements carried out on an FEI NOVAnanoSEM200
microscope.
Commercial Degussa P25 anatase (P25) TiO2

47 sam-
ples, in the form of nearly isotropic-shaped nanocrystals
(∼85 nm)33 powders (P) and sintered films thereof (S),
were measured as reference materials.

2.2. Micro-Raman Measurements
Raman spectra were collected by a commercial dispersive
Invia Renishaw micro-Raman system. The Invia Raman
system used a He Ne laser as excitation source at
633 nm, focused through a 50X microscope objective on
the samples, placed on a glass slide on the microscope
sample holder. Scattered light was collected in backscat-
tering configuration through the objective. Rayleigh radi-
ation and the excitation light were rejected via an edge
filter (cutoff was evaluated at a Raman shift of 120 cm−1).
Raman scattered light was then sent to the dispersion
stage, based on a single monochromator, and detected with
a Peltier cooled CCD. Spectral resolution was 4 cm−1.
Wavenumber calibration was internally performed using
the scattered signal from a silicon reference. Acquisition
conditions were checked to maximize the signal with-
out damaging or modifying the sample. The laser power
deposited onto the samples was in the range of 0.2–
0.4 mW, and checked to be insufficient to drive phase tran-
sition from anatase to rutile.18 No baseline subtraction was
performed. A small amount of background luminescence,
typical for the nanocrystals embedded in organic environ-
ments, was detected in the case of the surfactant-coated
samples. In such circumstances, rescaling of the spectra
was performed for the sake of clarity.

2.3. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)
XRD measurements were performed with a Bruker D8
Discover diffractometer, equipped with a Cu source, a
Goebel mirror, an Eurelian cradle goniometer, and a scin-
tillator detector. XRD patterns were collected in coupled
sample-detector scan mode (�/2�).
The XRD patterns were analyzed by using the whole-

profile Rietveld-based fitting program FULLPROF,32

according to the following procedure.10 In the first step, the

instrumental resolution function (IRF) was evaluated by
fitting the XRD pattern of a LaB6 NIST standard recorded
under the same experimental conditions as those used for
measuring the samples (the IRF data file was provided sep-
arately to the program to allow subsequent refinement of
the XRD patterns of the samples). In the second step, the
phase composition was checked by fitting the XRD pat-
terns to the crystal structure models of different TiO2 poly-
morphs and mixtures thereof. The crystalline structure of
all samples was found to be safely interpretable as tetrag-
onal TiO2 anatase (space group I41/amd; cell parameters:
a= b = 3�7835430 Å and c = 9�614647 Å; �= �= � =
90�). Finally, in the third step, the inhomogeneous peak
broadening of the anatase TiO2 reflections was described
by a phenomenological model based on a modified Scher-
rer formula:

�h�k� l =
	

Dh�k� l cos�
= 	

cos�

∑

imp

Yimp
�h��h (1)

where �h�k� l is the size contribution to the integral width of
the (h�k� l) reflection, Yimp are the real spherical harmonics
that were normalized according to a procedure described
elsewhere.33 The program allowed estimating the appar-
ent coherent crystalline domain size, Dhkl (i.e., the size of
crystallite domains that scatter X-rays coherently) along
each reciprocal lattice vector (h�k� l) direction. Other
refinable parameters were the unit-cell parameters. The
background was unrefined and linearly interpolated. The
quality of the obtained fits was checked by means of a
goodness-of-fit statistical indicator (GoF). GoF values of
>3–4 were considered to be satisfactory. The satisfactory
fit quality and the low GoF indexes proved that the initial
assumptions were correct.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Among the various synthetic approaches employed to
produce TiO2 nanostructures, wet-chemical routes notori-
ously allow for the highest control over size, shape and
crystal phase. These routes are essentially based on the
high-temperature reaction of selected molecular precursor
species in a coordinating mixture of solvent(s) and suit-
able ligands/surfactants.8 The latter play several funda-
mental roles during the synthesis stage: they modulate the
degree of the solution supersaturation by forming com-
plexes with the precursors, tune their reactivity and gov-
ern the lattice development of the growing nanocrystals
by dynamically adhering to selected crystal facets. More-
over, ligands/surfactants guarantee kinetic stabilization of
the nanocrystals against undesired irreversible coalescence
phenomena, by providing the surface with a robust organic
molecule monolayer that ensures solubility in liquid media
and enables post-synthesis processing.8–10 Thus, whenever
required, removal of such surface capping species may
be performed post-synthesis either by thermal or chemi-
cal treatments.29 The effectiveness of surface cleaning pro-
cesses is usually probed by monitoring the evolution of
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Fig. 1. (a)–(c) TEM images of the as-synthesized organic-capped anatase nanorods characterized by mean aspect ratio of 4 (a), 8 (b) and 16 (c),
respectively (samples AR4, AR8 and AR16). (d)–(f) SEM images of the corresponding thermally sintered, organic-free thin films (the respective insets
report 4-fold magnified images of representative areas of the films).

the characteristic vibrations of organic moieties by FTIR
spectroscopy in the 4000–400 cm−1 range.8 Differently,
concomitant shifts of the low-frequency lattice vibrational
modes in Raman spectra, which are commonly acquired in
the 100–800 cm−1 spectral window, may provide comple-
mentary, albeit indirect, information on the nanocrystals,
reflecting subtle changes in their surface chemistry and
structure (see discussion in the next paragraphs). The indi-
vidual effects of such alterations on Raman spectra are,
normally, difficult to decouple unambiguously.
In the present study, we have comparatively exam-

ined the Raman-active lattice vibrations of anatase TiO2

thin films assembled from wet-chemically synthesized,
organic-capped anatase nanorods with different mean AR
(∼4, ∼8 and ∼16), embedded in a ethylcellulose/terpineol
matrix (samples C-AR4, C-AR8 and C-AR16), and of cor-
responding thermally sintered (organic-free) nanorod thin
films (samples B-AR4, B-AR8 and B-AR16).
Established colloidal surfactant-assisted routes29�30 were

exploited to synthesize anisotropically shaped TiO2 nano-
crystals featured by a preferential [001] lattice growth
direction and tunable mean AR, all of which were surface-
capped with a hydrophobic monolayer shell of oleate anion
ligands. Representative TEM images of the as-prepared
nanocrystals, prior to their assembly into films, are shown
in Figures 1(a)–(c). The nanorods exhibited linear-shaped
profiles, characterized by monodisperse short-axis (diam-
eter) size of about 3.5 nm and mean longer-axis size
(length) tunable from ∼12 to ∼50 nm, with relatively
broader size distribution (Table I). SEM pictures of corre-
sponding nanorod thin films obtained after thermal sinter-
ing and elimination of the organic components are reported
in Figures 1(d)–(f), respectively. The SEM inspection dis-
closed the formation of films characterized by regular

texture without any noticeable aggregates or cracks over
areas of several square micrometers. The films entailed
a continuous spongy network of distinguishable inter-
connected nanoscale building units, whose dimensional
and morphological features resembled those of the start-
ing nanocrystals. These pieces of evidences indicated that
the original nanorods had been safely processed into
organic-free all-inorganic mesoporous films with substan-
tially unaltered size and morphological features.9�10�49

Figure 2 reports the Raman spectra of the samples,
acquired over a broader spectral window (from 100 t
to 3000 cm−1). The as-synthesized surfactant-capped
nanorods embedded in ethyl cellulose (C-AR4, C-AR8
and C-AR16) showed narrow, intense signals at ∼2920–
50 cm−1, which authenticated the C H stretching vibra-
tions of the alkyl chains of oleate anions (bound to the
TiO2 surface) and of other organic matrix components.
The absence of such bands in the spectra of the sintered
nanorod films (B-AR4, B-AR8 and B-AR16) confirmed
that all organic species had been efficiently removed upon
oxidative thermal annealing. In the 200–800 cm−1 range
all samples exhibited the fingerprint vibrational pattern of
anatase TiO2 with six normal modes.17 Anatase has tetrag-
onal symmetry described by the space group I41/amd.

19

The primitive cell contains two molecular units of TiO2.
17

On the basis of factor group analysis, the six Raman active

Table I. TEM-estimated size features of the as-prepared surfactant-
capped nanorods.

AR16 [nm] AR8 [nm] AR4 [nm]

Longer axis ∼50±8 ∼35±5 ∼12±2
Shorter axis ∼3�5±0�5 ∼3�5±0�5 ∼3�5±0�5

4 Sci. Adv. Mater., 6, 1–10, 2014
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surfactant-coated nanorods in ethylcellulose (C-AR4, C-AR8, C-AR16)
and corresponding bare (i.e., organic-free) nanorods obtained upon ther-
mal annealing of the former (B-AR4, B-AR8, B-AR16). The mean thick-
nesses of the films are indicated on the right side of the spectra for the
respective cases. Bottom panel: detail of the Eg(1) band.

normal modes were labelled according to the irreducible
representation �
i (with i being an integer number) as
Eg(1) (at ∼144 cm−1, Eg(2) (at 197 cm−1), B1g(1) (at
400 cm−1), A1g(1) and B1g(2) (at 520 cm−1), and Eg(3)
(at 640 cm−1), respectively.17 In our samples, other possi-
ble phases, such as rutile and brookite, were not detected
(Fig. 2), in agreement with the results of other characteri-
zation techniques documented previously.9�10�29�30

The wavenumber position and full width at half max-
imum (FWHM) of the Eg(1) mode in the spectra were
extracted upon fitting the peaks to Lorentzian lineshapes.
The plots in Figure 3 highlight the correlation hold-
ing between the AR of the pristine nanorods and the
extracted values of Raman shifts and FWHMs. The Raman
shift of Eg(1) for the P25 reference (P) was located at
143.9 cm−1 , which matched with the value of 144 cm−1

commonly reported for bulk anatase17 (smaller values
down to 142 cm−1 may be also found in the literature20).
In the spectrum of the corresponding sintered Degussa

Fig. 3. Plot of the nanorod AR versus the wavenumber position (top
panel) or FWHM (bottom) of the Eg(1) peak, for samples of surfactant-
coated nanorods (C-AR4, C-AR8, C-AR16) and organic-free sintered
films thereof (B-AR4, B-AR8, B-AR16). Corresponding data for samples
based on commercial TiO2 P25-based sintered films (S) and unsintered
powders (P) are reported as references. Multiple values of wavenumbers
and FWHM correspond to data collected from different areas of the same
sample.

P25 nanocrystals (S), the Eg(1) peak was red-shifted by
about 0.5 cm−1 (note that the low mass fraction of rutile
in P25 did not affect the Eg(1) signal of anatase). The
extended Raman spectrum of the powders in the region
1200–2000 cm−1 (data not shown) revealed negligible lev-
els of organic contamination.
In the case of the sintered nanorod films (B-AR16,

B-AR8, B-AR4—see low energy side of top panel in
Fig. 3), the Eg(1) peak was appeared to have increas-
ingly blue-shifted from 144 cm−1 by about 1 to 2 cm−1

with decreasing nanorod AR (hence, volume). The corre-
sponding variations of FWHM for Eg(1) followed a simi-
lar trend as a function of AR (bottom panel in Fig. 3(b)).
These findings were qualitatively in line with the size
dependence of the Raman shift position and FWHM com-
monly reported for spherical anatase nanocrystals.19–26
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Fig. 4. Experimental XRD patterns (colored dotted lines) of samples
C-AR4, C-AR8, C-AR16 (deposited on silicon) along with the corre-
sponding Rietveld-based fits (continuous black lines). Data are rescaled
for comparison purposes.

Conversely, films of the as-synthesized surfactant-coated
nanorods (C-AR4, C-AR8, C-AR16-see high energy side
in top panel in Fig. 3) were distinguished by much larger
blue shifts of ∼5 to ∼10 cm−1, the extent of which
increased as the nanorod AR increased. The FWHM varied
in the same direction (bottom panel in Fig. 3(b)).
The organic capping layer of the as-prepared nanorods

(i.e., before their sintering into mesostructured films upon
thermal annealing) was composed of monocarboxylic
acid surfactants, namely 1-nonanoaic acid for AR4, and
oleic acid for AR8 and AR16, respectively. The unsin-
tered thin films (C-AR16, C-AR8, C-AR4) studied by us
were deposited from mixtures of the freshly synthesized
nanorods dispersed in ethylcellulose; therefore, the organic
component should be regarded as being made of the orig-
inal shell of capping surfactant agents (in the form of
deprotonate anion ligands directly bound via their carboxy-
late moieties to the TiO2 surface) that enwrapped ethylcel-
lulose molecules.
The surface facets of nanocrystals can be considered

as active boundaries, since their atomic configurations in
vacuum (where surface is relaxed with respect to bulk
structure) and in a medium (where surface may be recon-
structed) are different. The Raman frequency of the low-
energy Eg(1) mode can be taken as a marker of interatomic
potential/atomic positions in the crystal.17

In former studies by Oshaka et al.17 the Eg(1) mode
of bulk anatase was assigned to a O Ti O bending-
type vibration. Figure 5 displays a sketch of the anatase
unit cell, where relevant crystallographic planes are high-
lighted. The figure clarifies that Eg(1) mode relates to the
bending of (6)O Ti(1) O(5) and (61O Ti(1) O(51
bonds. In addition, it may be visualized that the (101)
planes intersect the Ti(1) O(6) bonds, which is a detail
relevant to the present study (see below). Actually,
the colloidal anatase nanorods investigated by us are
nanostructures elongated in the [001] direction, enclosed

Fig. 5. Plot of the estimated unit-cell parameters a= b (top panel) and
c (bottom panel) versus the nanorod AR. Corresponding data for samples
based on commercial TiO2 P25 based sintered films (S) and unsintered
powders (P) are reported as references.

by minor (00±1) facets at their opposite apexes and by
stepped longitudinal sidewalls composed of a majority of
equivalent (101)/(011) facets, as demonstrated by detailed
XRD and high-resolution TEM investigations in previous
works.10�29�30

According to Oshaka et al.17 based on the G-F
method,17�35 the low force constant of Eg(1) denotes weak
interaction between the two oxygens O(6) and O(5) or
O(61) and O(51). The wavenumber of the normal mode is
proportional to the relevant force constant, which depends
on the equilibrium interatomic potential (thus, on atomic
positions at equilibrium in bulk anatase). A recent experi-
mental study on anatase substituted with O isotopes, sup-
ported by ab initio calculations, has demonstrated that the
motion of the O atoms does not influence the Eg(1) mode,
whereas the motion of Ti atoms does make an impact.48

It follows that Eg(1) mode should not be associated with a
O Ti O bending vibration, in contrast to what had been

6 Sci. Adv. Mater., 6, 1–10, 2014
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Fig. 6. Sketch of the anatase unit-cell structure. The (001) and (101)
planes are marked for the sake of clarity. Atoms involved in Eg(1) bend-
ing mode are labelled according to Ohsaka et al.17

proposed earlier.17 However, regardless, the distribution
and extension of (010) facets that are dominantly exposed
on the longitudinal surfaces of the nanorods (Fig. 5) could
affect the electron density around Ti atoms. Consequently,
the Eg(1) position can be expected to depend on the actual
nanorod AR and volume, albeit to an extent that cannot be
precisely predicted on the basis of current knowledge.
In the literature the blue shift of Eg(1) has been com-

monly interpreted as arising from compressive stress, most
frequently associated with a contraction of the unit cell
imposed by rearrangement of surface atoms into lowest-
energy configurations.27�28�36�46 Experiments reported by
Xu et al.46 on spherical 8 nm anatase nanocrystals demon-
strated that the Eg(1) mode could be strongly affected by
the type of surface ligands. The Eg(1) blue shifted by ∼6
or ∼9 cm−1 depending on whether stearic acid or dodecyl-
benzenesulfonic was attached to the surface, respectively.
Since the application of the phonon-confinement models
failed to account for the shift and width of the Eg(1)
band, the authors postulated a surfactant-driven compres-
sive stress responsible for the observed Raman features,
however, without providing any direct proof in favour of
their hyphothesis.46

To assess the presence of lattice strain within the
samples, especially in those made from surfactant-coated
nanorods, for which the Eg(1) blue-shift was anomalously
large, the values of the lattice parameters were extracted
by fitting the relevant XRD patterns via a Rietveld-based
full-profile approach (Fig. 4).37�38 In Figure 5 the esti-
mated unit-cell parameters are plotted versus the nanorod
AR. For commercial P25 (made of crystalline grains with
mean diameter of ∼85 nm47) the obtained values of a= b
were almost coincident with those of bulk anatase (a =
b = 3�783543 Å, c = 9�614647 Å), while a contraction of
about 0.1 Å (1%) was found for c. Lattice distortions were
assessed for all samples. In general, the unit-cell param-
eters decreased with decreasing nanorod volume, which
agreed with the general size trend of compressive strain

most frequently documented for anatase nanocrystals in
this dimensional range.25�30�39 Unit-cell sizes deduced for
surfactant-coated nanorods were slightly larger than those
estimated for their organic-free counterparts (Fig. 5), some-
what in contrast with the expectation that thermal annealing
should instead alleviate the overall strain.10 The differences
in the estimated c values for bare and surfactant-coated
nanorods were on the order of 5 ·10−2 Å, whereas a value
tended to approach that of the P25 reference, with devia-
tions being, in fact, smaller than 2 · 10−2 Å. As a matter
of fact, from the data in Figure 5 it clearly emerged that
by no way could the relative degree of compressive lattice
strain in the samples justify, even on a qualitative basis,
the variation of Eg(1) energy position as a function of the
nanorod size. In fact, if strain were the main responsible
for the extent and direction of Eg(1) shifts, then the large
increase of the Eg(1) frequency by up to 10% measured for
the C-AR sample series should be associated with a unit-
cell contraction proportionally higher than that found for
the B-AR set, in apparent contrast with the experimental
evidence.
Refined techniques based on first-principles (ab initio

modelling) calculations have been applied to study the lat-
tice dynamics and compute the Raman spectrum of bulk
anatase40�41 and of other TiO2 polymorphs.42 Such first-
principles studies were aimed at delivering a firm reference
for the properties of nanosized or compressed phases.40

Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations by different
methods have provided Eg(1) wavenumbers and crystallo-
graphic cell parameters (from geometry optimizations) for
bulk anatase, which diverge from experimental values to
a little extent (by less than 2%). Unfortunately, no “stan-
dard” crystallographic set of unit cell parameters, and a
corresponding Raman spectrum thereof, are available as
references for bulk anatase. On the other side, it should
be considered that experimental studies reported so far
have actually addressed broadly differing types of sam-
ples. For example, the crystal sample studied by Oshaka
et al.17 was slightly brown in color; the sample studied
by Bettinelli et al.41 exhibited luminescence. The relevant
crystallographic data acquired on such anatase materials
agree with each other within a few percentages.
A detailed analysis of Raman and XRD data indicated

that the significant shifts of Eg(1) mode detected for the
surfactant-coated nanorods (C-AR series), compared to
their organic-free derivatives (B-AR series), should be a
signature of the joint impact of surface and inner lattice
structures, which apparently differed from those featuring
Several arguments and observations can be proposed to
corroborate these conclusions, as detailed in the following.
Theoretical calculations by Selloni et al.43 have shown

that the exposed five- and six-fold coordinated Ti atoms
(Ti5c and Ti6c), the two- and three-fold coordinated O
atoms (O2c, O3c) on the relaxed anatase (101) surface
can be slightly displaced from their “bulk” (i.e., equilib-
rium) positions. According to this study, the coordinatively
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unsaturated O2c and Ti5c atoms tend to tighten their bond-
ing to their nearest neighbours, and relax inward, by 0.06
and 0.17 Å, respectively. As opposed, O3c and Ti6c atoms
relax outwards, by 0.21 and 0.11 Å, respectively. There-
fore, displacements of atoms from their equilibrium sites
could influence the Eg(1) frequency in small colloidal par-
ticles enclosed by (101) facets, since the latter are likely
to be reconstructed to accommodate strain and/or, espe-
cially, bound ligands. In light of this theoretical support,
recent experimental verification of the influence of surfac-
tants adhering to the surface of anatase nanocrystals, which
had tentatively been explained in terms of ligand-induced
compressive strain,46 should be re-interpreted as a result of
surface reconstruction/modification induced upon binding
of capping agents.
As to the present case, infrared spectroscopy mea-

surements have suggested that the oleate anions attached
to the surface of the as-synthesized nanorods (C-AR
series) most favourably adopt a chelating bidentate binding
configuration.30 This finding agrees with theoretical stud-
ies by Selloni et al.43 on the adsorption of formic acid
(the smallest carboxylic acid molecule) on anatase (101)
surfaces, which have shown that the coordination of car-
boxylate anions may be either monodentate or bidentate
(either chelating- or bridging-type), depending on the sur-
face density of Ti5c acid sites.43 In addition, it is useful to
recall that the preparation of the C-AR samples for Ramam
analysis involved mixing the as-synthesized oleate-capped
nanorods with ethylcellulose, which could thereby bind to
undercoordinated free sites on their surface, and/or interca-
late within the pre-existing oleate capping ligands. Under
such circumstances atomic positions and bond lengths at
the surface could thus be driven to rearrange further. As
a consequence, significantly different Eg(1) frequencies
should be detected for the C-AR and B-AR nanorod sets
due to their dissimilar surface features. Our experimen-
tal data were indeed consistent with such expectation. The
ultimate impact of surface functionalization with organic
molecules could be reasonably presumed to be proportion-
ally more accentuated in the shorter nanorods that were
indeed characterized by a larger surface-to-volume ratio.
As another important piece of evidence on the C-AR

samples (Fig. 3; cf. Tables I and II) the coherent crystalline
domain sizes, Dhkl (along the different crystallographic
directions) inferred from XRD analysis diverged consid-
erably from the corresponding sizes estimated from TEM.
Note that a limited length of structural coherence is not
an uncommon occurrence for colloidal nanocrystals.53�54

The largest size discrepancy was found between the TEM-
determined length of the nanorods, and the coherent crys-
tal size D001 estimated along the [001], to an extent that
increased for the nanorods characterized by proportion-
ally longer AR. Unfortunately, the XRD apparent sizes of
the bare nanorods (B-AR Series) could not be extracted
accurately because of the strong background interference

Table II. Average coherent crystalline domain sizes, Dhkl, along the
most relevamt crystallographic [hkl] directions, estimated for the as-
synthesized surfactant-capped nanorods, by Rietveld analysis of the cor-
responding XRD patterns. Note that the (004) reflection corresponds to
the lattice growth direction (i.e., along the longest axis) of the nanorod,
while the (200) reflection correlates with the size of the nanorods diam-
eter (i.e., short axis).

C-AR16 [nm] C-AR8 [nm] C-AR4 [nm]

D101 3�3±0�5 3�1±0�5 4�2±0�5
D103 3�3±0�5 3�2±0�5 6�0±0�5
D004 3�3±0�5 7�2±0�5 20�1±0�5
D112 3�3±0�5 2�9±0�5 5�5±0�5
D200 3�3±0�5 3�4±0�5 4�0±0�5

from the glass substrate over which the nanorods were
accommodated. Nevertheless, since the overall degree of
crystallinity and, in turn, the size of the coherent crys-
talline domains are known to increase remarkably upon
thermal treatment,10 the differences between D001 and the
TEM-measured nanorod length should be expected to be
far less accentuated for the B-AR samples (relative to
those assessed for their C-AR parents), to the point of
vanishing in nanorods with shorter AR. In such cases, the
observation that the Eg(1) band blue-shifted to a gradu-
ally larger (albeit overall minor) degree with increasing
nanorod volume qualitatively matched with the predictions
of phonon-confinement models applied to nearly spheri-
cal (organic-unpassivated) anatase nanocrystals.19–23�44 In
view of the results of our study, we presume that the
previously identified correlation between the Eg(1) fre-
quency and the XRD-determined size held valid for sam-
ples for which the coherent crystal domain dimensions
(i.e., “effective” size) essentially coincided to the TEM-
measured dimensions.19–26 Accordingly, surface-induced
compressive strain could be regarded as being generally
less influential, in contrast to what has been assumed so
far.44�45

On the other side, the opposite trend found for the C-AR
samples, according to which the anomalously large Eg(1)
blue-shifts accentuated as the nanorod volume decreased,
highlighted two important sources of Eg(1) frequency
modification: first, the nanocrystal surface structure, deter-
mined by the type of atom arrangement thereon in rela-
tion to eventual bound ligands, which should contribute
to an extent proportional by the overall surface-to-volume
ratio; second, the effective crystal domain size of the
nanocrystals, which can be expected to diverge from
TEM-determined size at relatively larger sizes and/or for
nanocrystals synthesized under mild temperature condi-
tions that may not favour complete crystallization and
defect annealing.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work the energy shift of the Eg(1) mode in
the Raman spectra of anisotropic-shaped anatase TiO2
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nanocrystals has been studied in relation to their crys-
talline habit, structural quality and surface features. Care-
ful examination of the Raman spectra, complemented by
detailed XRD analyses, clearly indicated that the fre-
quency of the Eg(1) mode can be affected by two main
types of effects: a “surface” effect, related to the atomic
structure of the exposed facets and their functionalization
status; a “bulk” effect, correlated with an induced “effec-
tive” size (i.e., the coherent crystalline domain size, dic-
tated by the synthesis conditions and sample processing), a
structural parameter that has never been explicitly consid-
ered in the interpretation of the Raman features of colloidal
nanoparticles. On the other hand, surface-induced com-
pressive strain may be considered as being less influen-
tial in determining the ultimate Eg(1) frequency. Although
it remains difficult to decouple the individual contri-
butions from the “surface” and the “bulk” effects, our
results highlight that that TEM-determined size parame-
ters may not be straightforwardly put in relation with the
Raman features, particularly when organic-coated nano-
crystals generated by low-temperature synthetic routes are
concerned.
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